American Heart Association Instructor Certification RENEWAL Process Through Learn CPR 4 Life

1. All steps below must be completed PRIOR TO THE EXPIRATION DATE OF THE INSTRUCTORS AMERICAN HEART ASSOCIATION INSTRUCTOR CARD.
2. Have a current discipline specific American Heart Association (AHA) Provider CPR certificate.
3. Provide four rosters for AHA Provider CPR Courses that has the Instructor listed as an Instructor or assisting Instructor.
4. Fill out Information Packet provided by Learn CPR 4 Life Training Center or your Training Center Faculty (TCF).
5. Be monitored teaching a discipline specific CPR class by Learn CPR 4 Life or your TCF (approved by Learn CPR 4 Life) prior to the expiration of your AHA Instructor card.
6. Submit copy of current CPR certificate, four rosters from the last two years, the completed roster & monitor form for the CPR Class that the monitoring took place.
7. Upon successful completion of the above requirements the Instructor will be issued another AHA Instructor Card that will be good for an additional two years.